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What’s New in ELA Standards?

Common Core
- Reading
- Writing
What’s new in Social Studies?

GSEs

• Historical perspectives 4 & 5
• Economics
• Geography
How do we fit it all in?

1. You already probably teach theses standards
2. Integrate subjects
You probably already do it!

• Look at the standards

G 1 (7.8)–1
Students understand maps, globes, and other geographic tools and technologies by…

a. identifying and utilizing a variety of maps for different purposes.

b. utilizing technology to access geographic databases such as GPS and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

c. analyzing charts and graphs to interpret geographical information.

G 1 (7.8)–2
Students interpret the characteristics and features of maps by…

a. analyzing multiple maps (e.g., physical, political, historical) to draw inferences about the development of societies.

• Look at your lessons

Set Clear Expectations:
• Use Graphic organizers
• Use Rubrics
• Models
Integrate Subjects!

**ELA:**
Read informational text, write an argument, quote text

**S.S. :**
HP3 (5-6 )-1a. identifying historical conditions and events that relate to contemporary issues (treatment of Native Americans)
HP5 (5-6 )-1a comparing and contrasting the diversity of different groups, places, and time periods or within the same group over time.
C&G 3 (5-6) –1 identifying citizen’s rights in a democratic society (personal, economic, legal, and civic)
G&C 2 (5-6) –2 identifying enduring documents